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The problem of the existence or Multiquark states is of 

great significance for the development of a strong interaction 

theory. However, an experiMental search for such states has not 

yet led to convincing results. 

A narrow exotic state, a baryoniuM with negative strangeness 

decaying into A, p and pions, has been observed in the WA-62 

experiMent carried out in a hyperon beam at the CERN SPS Cl-4J. 

Unlike tha experiMent in the hyperon beam, the BIS-2 axperiment 

perforMed in a neutron beam allowed one to search for baryonia 

with nagative and positive strangeness alike. The existence of 

the narrow baryonium with negative strangeness was confirmed, a 

new baryonium with positive strangeness and doubly charged statas 

of these baryonia were indicated C4-10J. In the BIS-2 experiMent 

it was searched for a baryonium with hidden strangeness as well 

C8-13J. 

New results on a search for the narrow baryonia produced in 

neutron-nucleus and neutron-proton interactions are presented in 

this paper. The results are based on larger statistics in 

coMparison with C7,13J. The experiment was carried out in a 

neutron beaM of the Serpukhov accelerator. The mean momentum of 

the beam consisting Mainly or neutrons was 40 GeV/c. A layout of 

the main elements of the BIS-2 spectrometer C14-16J is presented 

in fig.1. The magnetic field in the analyzing magnet H directed 

along the OY axis caused a 0.64 GeV/c change of the transversal 

MOMentuM of charged particles crossing the field region. The 

system consisting of Multicell threshold gas Cerenkov counters Cl 

and C2 was used to identify charged hadrons C17,18J. The counter 

Cl was filled with air and C2 - with freon-12 under atmospheric 

pressure. The identification systeM allowed one to identif~ with 

some probability charged hadrons in multiparticle events. The 
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Fig.1. Layout or the BIS-2 spectrometer. T1/T2,3 - targets, 

COHl/2 - target surrounding counters, PC 1-15 two-coordinate 

proportional chambers. Cl/2 - Multicell threshold gas Cherenkov 

counters. C3/4 - glas~ Cherenkov counters, HO - neutron monitor, 

H - analyzing Magnet. 

trigger conditions required the passage of more than four charged 

particles. 

The thicknesses of the liquid-hydrogen target and the 
2 1/3 2 . 

nuclear ones were 2.1 g/cM and 3.4•A g/cm respectively, where 

A is the atoMic weight of target nuclei. The nuclear targets were 
. 3 . 

interchanged each (40+50) •10 recorded events. The results 
7 

presented here are based on the analysis of 1.9•10 

neutron-proton and 3.1•10
7 

neutron-nucleus interactions. 

The narrow baryoniuM with negative strangeness was searched 

for by its decays into A, p and pions: 

+ 
A p IT , <la) 

- + -
A p IT IT , <lb) 

• 
+ + 

A p tr IT (le) 
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an•d A p IT <ld) 

and the, charge conjugated baryonium with positive strangeness, 

- by its decays into: 

A p IT , <2a> 

- + -
A p IT Ir , (2b) 

-
A p IT IT (2c> 

+ 
and A p IT . (2d) 

The baryonium with hidden strangeness was searched for 

according to its decays into: 

and 

+ 
A p K , 
- -
A p K , 

- + + 
A p K rr , 
- - + 
A p K IT , 

0 - + 
Ks p p K , 

-· + -
A p K IT , 

A p K rr 
0 - -

Ks p p K • 

(3a) 

(3b) 

.<4a) 

(4b) 

(4c> 

(4d) 

(4e) 

(4f) 

The considered states involve all three and four particle 

decays of the searched baryonia which could be detected in the 

experiment. Five particle final states, involving doubly charged 

ones, were not observed practically due to a small acceptance in 

comparison with th~ states quoted above. 

The neutral strange' particles A, i and KO were identified by 
s 

their decays: 

A-+ P rr , (Sa) 
- - + 
A·- p rr , <5b> 

Ko-- + -
Ir Ir . <5c) s 
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A pair of oppositely charged particles with the distance between 

their tracks being not more than the fourfold value. of the 

resolution, was accepted as v0
• It was also required that the 

vertices of the v0
•s were downstream the liquid hydrogen target 

and 1P cM beyond the solid targets along the beam. The A, A and 

K
0 

were identified according to effective masses of the systems 
s_ -+ +- S o 

(pw >, (pu > and <w u > respectively. 6•10 events with V •s - A 

candidates, 9.1•10
4 

events with A candidates and 4.7•10 5 events 

with K
0 

candidates were selected, for which the effective mass of 
s 
- -+ +- - 0 

the (pu )/(pu )/(w w > systems were differed from the A/A/K 
s 

table mass no More than 4-fold of the experimental resolution. 

To search for. the baryonia' in the final states <1a-4r>, the 
- 0 + events containing A, A or K and two or More charged hadrons h 

s 
and h emerging froM a coMmon interaction vertex were selected. 

This vertex was required to be located inside the target and 

Mean quadratic distances between the traJectories or A/A/K
0

, 
s 

the 
± 

h 

and the coMMon vertex did not exceed the fourfold resolution. 

This resolution was different (froM 0.2 to 0.5 cM) in the runs 

with the different targets. Using the above 

80102 / 11610 / 72812 events containing A/ A 

quoted conditions 

/ K
0 

-candidates 
s 

and two or More charged particles, respectively, were selected. 

Effective Mass spectra or the final states were obtained 

under assuMption that larger Momenta correspond t~ heavier 

particles. This allowed one to lower a coMbinatorial background. 

The information obtained from Cl/2 was used to 

background due to the Misidentification of charged 

reduce the 

particles. 

particle 

p/p) were 

Relative probabilities ~(i) of the 

identification with i-type particles 

each 
. ± 

(1=ff , 

charged 
± 

K or 

calculated by coMparison of the signals in different Cl and C2 

channels with a calculated distribution of the Cherenkov light 

and the corresponding number of photoelectrons from the detected 

charged particles over these channels. The relative probabilities 
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W(i) were normalized in such a way that their sum for each of the 
- ± ± 

detected charged particles would be WCp/p)+WCK )+W(w )=3. Thus, 

the value W(i)=3 means 

identification as a type 

a 100½ 

i. A 

reliability of the particle 
- ± ± 

condition W(p/p)=W<K >=W<w >=1 

means a completely unidentified particle and so on. Some 

ambiguities of the charged particle identification were caused by 

the Cherenkov light froM one particle to fall in several 

channels. The calculated identification efficiency shows. that 

this depends not only on the Momentum of the charged particle, 

but on the total number of these particles in an event as well. 

The identification of p leads to a more significant 

reduction of the background among the final states. Unfortunately 

about 801/. of all negative particles, candidates in p, have 

momenta below the threshold of the Cherenkov radiation for kaons. 

As a rule, for these particles 

select p it was required: 

W~p)ll.1. 
+ 

WCp)=WCK ),H.5 • . , So, to 

(6) 

For the identification of p, K and K there were used following 

criteria: 

and 

WCp)l0.9, 
+ 

W CK ) 11. 1 

WCK H0.9. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Two charged particles were identified to ielect the most of 

the considered final states. But three charged particles should 

be identified for the selection of the states (4c and 4f). So, 
± 

less stringent criteria than (7) and (8) were used for the K and 

p identification in these states to avoid an essential reduction 

of the detection efficiency. 

The identification criteria for the charged particles raised 

9 times the relative ratio of events containing p whereas their 

losses were~ 20¼, raised~ 2+3 times the relative ratio of 
+ -

events containing K, 2.5+7 times - containing K and more than 2 

times - containing p. 
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The effective Mass spectra obtained for the selected 

coMbinations of the neutral, charged and doubly charged final 

states with negative strangeness (1a-d) are presented in figs. 

2(a)! 2(b) and 2(c>, respectively. The effective Mass spectra of 

the final states with positive strangeness <2a-d) are presented 

in figs. 2(d), 2(e) and 2(f). The nuMbers of coMbinations entered 
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- + - + ± Fig.2. Spectra of effective masses Aptr Ca), Aprr rr Cb), Aptr 
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(c), Aptr (d), Aptr Tr Ce) and Ap1r (f). 

into these spectra are presented in table 1. In all spectra 

the bin width of 20 MeV/c 2 was chosen to be close to a two-fold 

value of the experimental Mass resolution. The spectra were 

approxiMated by sMooth functions. EnhanceMents of different 

statistical significances were seen in all the spectra. They were 

fitted by a norMal distribution. The obtained paraMeters of the 

enhancements are shown in table 1. A combinatorial background 
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in the presented spectra is insignificant the ratio of the 

nuMber of coMbinations to that of events does not exceed 1.1. 

Table 1 

ParaMeters of the enhancements 
Final NuMber Mean Mass, Width, Number of 
states of COMb. 

MeV/c 
2 

MeV/c
2 

coMbinations 

+ 
A p tr 5754 3067±7±20 45±15 105 
- -
A p tr 6532 3060±7±20 35±15 54 

- + ± 
A p tr tr 1987 3065±6±20 32±10 48 

- "' A p tr tr 4688 3050±7±20 33±12 66 

-A p II" 3745 3060±8±20 55±17 71 
+ 

A p tr 5131 3045±8±20 25±15 51 

A total spectruM of all the final states with negative 

strangeness (la-d) is presented in fig.3. It was obtained by 

summarizing the distributions presented in figs.2(a), 2(b) and 

2(c). A clear peak is seen in this spectruM near a Mass of 3060 

MeV/c
2

• In the window of fig. 3 the spectruM in the peak region 

is presented, which is fitted by a norMal distribution for the 

peak and a line function for the background. It was obtained that 

the peak is caused by 180 coMbinations above the background of 

460 ones. A SUM of the final states with positive strangeness 

(2a-d) is shown in fig.4. This spectruM contains a peak in the 

same Mass region, as in fig.3. In the window of fig. 4 this peak 

is fitted by a normal distribution. It was obtained that the peak 

is caused by 162 combinations over the background of 585 ones. 

Statistical significances of the observed peaks in figs. 3 and 4 

are 8.4 and 7 standard deviations above the background, 

respectively. This enables one to consider them as physical 

signals. 

7 
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Fig-5 (a and b) shows the effective Mass spectra or the 

neutral final states (3a and 3b). Fig. 6 (a,b and c> presents 

coMbined effective Mass spectra or the 

containing A - (4a-4d>, K
0

- (4c-4f) 
s 

charged 

and A 

final states 

·c4b-4e>, 

respectively. These spectra were fitted by sMooth functions. 
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Narrow peaks are seen in all the spectra at alMost the saMe 

Mass. These peaks were fitted by norMal distribution. The 

obtained characteristics are presented in I table 2. 
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Table 2 
Characteristics of the peaks 

Final 
state 

NuMber 
Mean MOSS~ Width, Nurnber of 

of cornb. . 2 
MeV/c.,_ MeV/c cornbinations 

+ 
A p K 6758 3250±8±20 45±15 80 

- -
A p K 4069 3260±7±20 30±10 37 

+ ± 
A p K rr 1309 3250±7±20 24±10 28 

- ± 
A p K Tr 1692 3245±9±20 46±20 40 

0 - ± 
Ks p p K 2480 3270±6±20 53±12 58 

Fig.7 shows the SUM of the effective Mass spectra of all the 

considered states with zero strangeness (3a-4f). A statistically 

significant peak is seen near the Mass of 3260 MeV/c
2

• This peak 

was fitted by a norMal distribution (the window of fig.7>. 

peak contains 240 coMbinations above the background of 800. 

The 

The 

statistical significance of the signal is 8 standard deviations 

froM the background. 

The narrowness of the observed enhanceMents and their 

presence in the effective Mass spectra of different syste111s 

excludes a possibility of their interpretation as a kineMatic 

reflection of any resonances. However, the hypothesis of the 
± 

kineMatic r~fl.iilCtion wa. check~d directly. The Masses of Tr and 
± -K were ascribed to the p/p candidates in all the considered 

final states. No narrow enhanceMents were observed in the 

effective ~ass spectra obtained in such a way. So, the hypothesis 

of enhanceMents as the kineMatic reflections of resonances in 

other systeMs is excluded. 

Thus, the data obtained indicate the existence of narrow 

Meson resonances with positive, zero and negative strangeness 

decaying into the final states containing baryon and antibaryon. 

The statistical significance of the peaks in each of the 

spectra considered (figs 2,5,6) does not allow one to establish 

the presence of signals in all the final states. But the nuMber 
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3.8 

- + Fig.5 Spectra of effective Masses ApK (a> and ApK Cb). 

of coMbinations in the peaks presented in the coMbined spectra of 

figs.3, 4 and 7 coincide within the error with the SUMS of the 

nuMbers of coMbinations in the peaks seen in all the spectra of 

the final states. 

The Mean Mass of the resonances with the open and zero 

strangeness are 3060±5(st.)±20(syst.) and 3260±5(st.)±20(syst.) 

MeV/c
2

, respectively. Their widths do not exceed (35±5) MeV/c 2• 
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s 

The detection efficiencies of the resonance events were 

calculated to evaluate the cross sections of their production. 

The production cross sections of the events responsible for the 

considered resonances in the available kinematic region 
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XF .t 0.2 

p .i 1.0 GeV/c 
T 

(10) 

are from 0.3 to 1.0 !lb per nucleon (90¼ C.L.). For these 

estimations it was assumed that the cross section depends on 

atomic weight <A> of the target nuclei as A2/ 3 • 
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CONCLUSION 

The narrow enhanceMents have been observed at alMost the 

saMe Masses in the effective Mass spectra of the different final 
-± -+± - :J:- -:J: 

states with negative (Aprr , Aprr rr) and positive <Aprr ,Aprr rr > 

strangeness. They are not the kineMatic reflections of any 

resonances in other systeMs and can be considered ·as ~ strong 

indication of the existence of the baryonia with negative and 

positive strangeness. Their Mean Mass is 3060±5(st.)±20(syst.) 

MeV/c
2 

and the width is sMaller than 35±5 MeV/c
2

• 

The existence of the enhanceMents in the spectra of the 
- + doubly charged final states Aprr and Aprr indicates that an 

isotopic spin of the baryonia is ~.3/2. 

The narrow enhanceMents are observed at alMost .the saMe Mass 

in the eight effective Mass spectra of the final states involving 

a baryon, antibaryon and particles with opposite strangeness. 

Their Mean MOSS is 3260±5(st.)±20(syst.) 2 MeV/c , and the 

width is lower than 35±5 MeV/c 
2 
- These peaks indicate to the 

existence of the baryoniuM with zero strangeness and an isotopic 

spin~ 1. 

The difference between the Masses of the baryoniuM with zero 

strangenes.S and the baryonia with positive and negative 

strangeness is~ 200 MeV/c
2 

- a typical MOSS splitting in an 
', 

SU(3) Multiplets or baryons for the states differing by one unit 

of hypercharge [19J. This allows one. to assuMe that all the 

observed resonances are the MeMbers of the saMe SU(3) Multiplet 

of Multiquark states. The baryon!a ~ith zero strangeness can be 

considered as a candidate for a Multiquark baryoniuM with hidden 

strangeness. The considered baryonia could be identified as 

Multiquark states described in a nuMber of theoretical papers 

[20-30]. 
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Aneee A.H. MAP· 
noMCK Y3KMX. 6apMOHMeB 

El-90-305 

Ha .cepnyxoecKOM YCKOPMTene'e nyYKe HeATpOHOB co cpeAHMM MMnynbCOM 
40 raB/c OCYlll8CTBneH noMCK 6apMOHMeB, pacnaAalOOIVIXCR COOTBeTcTee~HO, 
Ha A+p+nMOH~ M K+p+nMOH~. ·nonyYeHO YKa3aHMe Ha cy~eCTBOBaHMe TaKMX 6apMOHMeB 
e YeT~pex JapRAOB~X COCTORHMRX: OTpM4aTenbH~X, HeATpanbH~X, nono~MTenbH~X 
M ABa~A~ 3apR~eHH~X. CpeAHee 3HaYeHMe MX Mace~ 3060±5(cTaT.)± 
±20(CMCT.) MaB/c 2 ; a·wMpMHa He npeBbllJaeT 35±5 MaB/c 2 •• H30TOnMYeCKMH cnMH 
3TMX 6apMOHMeB ~3/2. npM aHanM3e cneKTpOB a(jxf)eKTMBH~X Mace KOHeYH~X COCTOR· 
HMH A+p+K+(+n±), K+p+K-(+n±) M K:ppK± nonyYeH~ TaK~e AaHH~e, yKaJ~BaHlllMe 
Ha cy~eCTBoeaHMe Y3Koro 6apMOHMR co CKp~TOH CTpaHHOCTb~. CpeAHee JHaYeHMe 
Mace~ 6apMOHMR 3260±5(cTaT.)±20(cMCT.) MaB/c 2 , a WMPMHa He npeBbUJaeT 
35±5 MaB/c 2 • npoMJBeAeHMR ceYeHMA 6apMOHMeB B perMCTpMpyeMoA KMHeMaTMYeCKOH 
o6naCTM, XF ~ 0,2 M Pr~ 1 raB/c, Ha eepORTHOCTM Ha6n~AaeM~X KaHanoe pac
naAa HaXOARTCR e npeAenax (0,3+1,0) MK6 Ha HyKnOH c 90% ypoeHeM AOCToeep-
HOCTM. . 

Pa6oTa e~nonHeHa e fla6opaTOpMRX B~COKMX M ceepxe~COKMX 3HeprMA OHRH. 

IlpenpHHT 061,1!.tU!HeHHOro HHCTHTyTil°ftAepm.lX Hccne,ll0B8HHA, ,lty6Ha 1990 

~laev A.N. et al. El-90-305 
Search for Narrow Baryonia 

A search for baryonia with negative and positive strangeness decaying res
pectively into A+p+pions and A+p+pions has been carried out in a neutron be
am with a mean momentum of 2 40 GeV/c in an experiment performed at the 
Serpukhov accelerator.There is a strong indication of the existence of these1 
baryonia:The following four charge states are indicated for negative and po
sitive strangeness: neutral,negative,positive and doubl~ char~ed.Their mean 
mass is 3060±5(st.)±20(syst.) MeV/c2 and the width r ~ (35±5) MeV/c2 • The 
data show that the isotopic spin of the baryonia is~ 3/2. In the effective 
mass spec1ra of th~ final states A+ p + K• +(n±), K + p + K·+(n±) and . 
K: + p + p + K± narrow peaks are observed at near the same masses. These 
peaks indicate the existence of a· narrow baryonium with hidden strangeness. 
The mean value of its mass is 3260±5(st.)±20(syst.) MeV/c2 , and the width 
r ~ (35±5) MeV/c2 • The production cross-sections of the events causing the 
observed peaks, in the kinematic region XF ~ 0.2, PT~ 1 GeV/c, is (0.3 + 
+ 1.0) µb/per nucleon (90% C.L.). 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratories of High and 
Superhigh Energies, JINR 

Preprint of the Joint Institute fo~ Nuclear Research. Dubna 1990 


